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ABSTRACT: This work presents a multiphoton nanosculpting process that is
employed to fabricate three-dimensional (3D) mechanically assisted optical
resonant and nonresonant microsensors on ﬁber tips. The resonant
microsensor consists of a complex 3D optical cavity design with submicron
resolution and advanced micromechanical features including a hinged,
multipositional mirror, a 3D spring body to displace this mirror without
deforming it, and adhesive-retaining features for sealing the cavity. These
features represent a breakthrough in the integration and fabrication capabilities
of micro-optomechanical systems. The demonstrated dynamic optical surface
enables directional thin-ﬁlm deposition onto obscured areas. We leverage the
rotation of the dynamically movable mirror to deposit a thin reﬂective coating
onto the inner surfaces of a Fabry−Pérot cavity (FPC) with curved geometry.
The reﬂective coating in conjunction with the dynamically rotatable mirror
greatly improves the quality factor of the FPC and enables a new class of highly integrated multipurpose sensor systems. A unique
spring body FPC on an optical ﬁber tip is used to demonstrate pressure sensing with a sensitivity of 38 ± 7 pm/kPa over a range of
−80 to 345 kPa. The nonresonant microsensor consists of microblades that spin in response to an incident ﬂow. Light exiting the
core of the optical ﬁber is reﬂected back into the ﬁber core at a ﬂow-dependent rate as the blades pass by. The ﬁber tip ﬂow sensor
operates successfully over a range of 9−25 LPM using nitrogen gas and achieves a linear response of 706 ± 43 reﬂections/LPM over
a range of 10.9−12 LPM. The nanostructuring technology presented in this work oﬀers a path forward for utilizing 3D design
freedom in micromechanically enhanced optical and optoﬂuidic systems to facilitate versatile processing and advantageous
geometries beyond the current state-of-the-art.
KEYWORDS: multiphoton polymerization, ﬂow sensors, pressure sensors, 3D nanofabrication, Fabry−Pérot, optical sensors,
optical ﬁber sensors, nanomachining
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processes, and applications. Microscale ﬁber-optic systems
have been demonstrated for sensing pressure,1−18 temperature, 1 , 4 , 6 , 7 , 9 − 1 3 , 1 7 , 1 9 − 3 4 refractive index (RI) and
gas,2,19,20,35−37 magnetic ﬁeld strength,38 airﬂow,39−41 liquid
ﬂow vector,42 humidity,43,44 acoustic pressure,45,46 vibration,47
and applied force.48 All of these exciting applications could be
improved by utilizing reﬂective coatings and curved surfaces, as
enabled by the dynamically movable hinged mirror feature
demonstrated in this work. Furthermore, we also explored the
advantage of this nanofabrication technology to integrate a
spring body microchamber that can retain gas or liquid with
the FP sensing element. The ﬂexibility of this technology is

INTRODUCTION
High-performance and compact sensors are important for
applications such as aircraft, satellites, wireless wearables, and
unmanned aerial systems, which have strict size, weight, and
power (SWAP) requirements. Reducing the footprint of these
sensors while retaining performance liberates valuable system
resources. Optical ﬁbers integrated with micro Fabry−Pérot
(FP) resonators represent a promising approach to scale down
a variety of sensors that are essential in modern engineering
systems. Fiber optics oﬀer lightweight, low losses over long
distances, and immunity to electromagnetic interference while
serving as an integrated waveguide to introduce and interrogate light. The FP resonator delivers a highly sensitive
optical response to a variety of environmental stimuli. Notably,
microscale FP cavities exhibit both high sensitivities and large
operating ranges at common commercial wavelengths and
demonstrate high-quality factors (Q-factors) with standard
reﬂective coatings.
Optical ﬁbers with integrated FP sensing elements are
reported in the literature with a variety of designs, fabrication
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic highlighting the monolithically integrated optomechanical microsystems that enable directional deposition of highly
reﬂective coating onto the targeted surfaces of optical resonant and nonresonant devices using a ubiquitously available magnetron sputtering
system. Schematic illustrations of (b) a resonant pressure sensor and (c) a nonresonant ﬂow sensor on an optical ﬁber tip.

sors.9,17,21,24,34,37,38,44,45,48,57,58 This work utilizes 2PP nanofabrication to demonstrate a design solution that enables
directional thin-ﬁlm deposition onto a monolithically integrated spring body optical cavity with dynamic mirrors of
arbitrary curvature. Moreover, 2PP nanofabrication is also used
to produce a nonresonant microturbine ﬂow sensor on an
optical ﬁber.
A mechanically suspended FP resonator with curved surfaces
was reported in our previous work,21 but the inner optical
surface of the cavity was shadowed by the top surface, which
prevented reﬂective coating deposition. Depositing a gold
reﬂective ﬁlm by sputtering improved the Q-factor of the FP
resonator, as shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information).
However, the measured spectrum (blue curve in Figure S1b)
was consistent with the resonance between the topmost and
bottommost optical surfaces of the cavity only, eliminating the
optical response of the inner cavity. This work presents
monolithically integrated dynamic optomechanical features
that address this problem.
The micromechanically enabled optical systems were
fabricated using the highly selective, submicron accuracy of
the 2PP nanofabrication method. The design in combination
with the multiphoton nanosculpting process facilitates precise,
directional thin-ﬁlm deposition onto all targeted surfaces in the
proposed optical resonant and nonresonant microsystems. The
implemented mechanical hinge successfully enabled deposition
onto the obscured surface, creating an optical resonator that is
supported by a spring body microchamber. In addition, an
optomechanical nonresonant ﬂow sensor featuring an aerodynamically driven rotor that spins in response to an incident
ﬂow is presented. These ﬁber tip microsystems demonstrated
novel pressure and ﬂow sensing, showcasing the feasibility of
multipurpose microsensors utilizing this technology. Figure 1a
highlights the monolithically integrated optomechanical microsystems that enable directional deposition of a highly reﬂective
thin ﬁlm onto the targeted surfaces of optical resonant and
nonresonant devices using a widely available magnetron
sputtering system. For the optical resonant sensor, after the
thin reﬂective coating is sputtered onto the inner surfaces of
the cavity, the rotatable mirror is locked into its ﬁnal position,

also exhibited by the creation of a three-dimensional (3D)
microturbine ﬂow sensor on a ﬁber tip.
Various innovative fabrication techniques have been
investigated to realize microscale optical cavities. For example,
both closed and open cavities have been demonstrated by
splicing single-mode ﬁber (SMF) into short segments of
capillary or internally structured ﬁber.5,7,19,20,39 Open cavities
have also been created by removing ﬁber material with a
focused ion beam (FIB)27 or femtosecond laser.36 Curved
surfaces have been fashioned with polymer droplets4,10 and the
electrical arc of a ﬁber splicer.19,35 Several materials with
advantageous properties have been integrated with devices to
improve performance including poly(vinyl chlorine) (PVC),16
silicone rubber,15 silicon,18,26,42 liquid mercury,25 Naﬁon,43
silver ﬁlm,14 poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA),44,49 high-temperature
ceramics,3 and selectively sintered stainless steel.23 Thin silica
ﬁlms have also been demonstrated by precise etching with
hydroﬂuoric acid (HF)13 or etching with HF and fusing to an
external silica membrane.12 Reﬂective coatings have been
integrated directly in various stages of fabrication3,11,14 and
through microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) adhered to
the ﬁber.5,6,8,46
While remarkable, most fabrication methods are restricted to
primitive shapes such as two-dimensional surfaces or large
bubbles. The deposition of reﬂective coatings must also be
carefully considered throughout the entire fabrication process
as internal optical surfaces are often obscured in the ﬁnal
device. Additive manufacturing techniques enable arbitrary 3D
features, such as curved mirrors. Two popular methods for
additive manufacturing on optical ﬁbers are stereolithography
and two-photon polymerization (2PP) nanofabrication. Stereolithography has been used to fabricate an open FP resonator2
and a closed FP resonator with an integrated antireﬂective
microstructure.1 2PP nanofabrication oﬀers even greater
precision and has been used to demonstrate very challenging
3D features on optical ﬁber tips with submicron accuracy.
Examples include a force-sensitive microgripper,50 multilens
objectives,51 microring resonators,52 whispering gallery mode
resonators,53,54 an inverse-designed metalens,55 a microscale
anemometer,40,41 a microphone,56 and FP cavity sen19989
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as shown in Figure 1b. The unique spring body geometry can
be used to retain liquid and gas inside the cavity and monitor
changes in surrounding pressure over time. For the optical
nonresonant ﬂow sensor, a thin reﬂective coating is sputtered
onto the top surface of the microblades to reﬂect incoming
light back into the ﬁber core at a ﬂow-dependent rate as the
blades pass by, as illustrated in Figure 1c.
The Fabry−Pérot (FP) resonator is a commonly used
optical module formed by two parallel, partially reﬂective
mirrors separated by an interstitial medium. Light is
introduced propagating perpendicular to the cavity, along the
optical axis of the resonator. By tuning the wavelength of the
incident light or altering the cavity length, the transmitted light
cycles between constructive and destructive interference. The
wavelength or cavity is resonant when the constructive
interference is largest. A graphical illustration of this
interaction in our mechanically enhanced spring body FP
resonator is displayed in Figure 2.

the resonant wavelength. One can measure this optical
response to observe any environmental phenomenon that
aﬀects L or n over a large range with high sensitivity.
The ideal response of an FP resonator is modeled with an
Airy function, which can be analyzed as the sum of individual
resonant modes represented with Lorentzian proﬁles.59
Normalized to a maximum transmission value of 1, the ideal
Lorentzian shape of an FP resonator’s transmission intensity, It,
at a single-resonant mode in terms of the incident light’s
wavelength is given by

It(λ) =

(

ΔλFWHM
λ 2λ1

2

( )
) + 4(λ
ΔλFWHM
λ 2λ1

2

−1

− λm−1)2

, It(λm) = 1
(2)

where ΔλFWHM is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
the resonance feature and λ2 and λ1 are the end points in this
bandwidth. Equation 2 represents transmission through the
cavity, while our work utilizes reﬂection from the cavity.
Ideally, all light incident to the cavity is either reﬂected or
transmitted such that IT = Ir + It, where IT is the total incident
intensity, Ir is the reﬂected intensity, and It is the transmitted
intensity. The FWHM is determined by the reﬂectivity of the
optical surfaces of the cavity. For two surfaces of reﬂectance R,
the FWHM is related to R by −ln (R2)/2 = 2πLnΔλFWHM/
λ2λ1.59 Higher reﬂectivity yields ﬁner resonant features, which
drive superior sensitivity, sensing range, and signal clarity. A
common metric used to evaluate resonant features is the
quality factor Q, given by Q = λm/ΔλFWHM.
The spring body optomechanical cavity is designed to detect
changes in environmental pressure by deforming an enclosed
cavity that contains air captured at atmospheric pressure. The
cavity is sealed with optical adhesive after changing the
position of the hinged mirror to retain the air inside the cavity.
A positive pressure diﬀerential compresses the cavity, while a
negative diﬀerential causes the cavity to expand. The spring
body directs the deformation along the optical axis, so the
hinged mirror maintains its original shape and curvature. The
pressure exerted by the air inside the cavity is negligible, as the
change in the cavity’s volume is small compared to the external
pressure. To make a conservative estimate, we consider only
the change in height predicted by eq 1. This analysis omits
lateral deﬂection of the spring body and still indicates an
internal pressure of only 0.25 ± 0.02%, the magnitude of the
external pressure over the experimental range.
The mechanically adjustable top mirror serves the dual
purpose of presenting the inner optical surface for thin-ﬁlm
deposition and sealing the cavity after the undeveloped resin is
washed away. A ﬂat lip is included around the top perimeter of
the spring body to assist in leveling the hinged mirror. The
natural stiction between the two ﬂat surfaces also serves to
align the mirror before placing the optical adhesive.
The spring body mimics a bellows or several Belleville
washers in series. Each turn represents a spring element. More
elements in series not only produce a lower spring stiﬀness
which provides greater sensitivity and detection limits but also
a longer cavity which leads to a smaller free spectral range
(FSR) and heightens misalignment sensitivity. The spring
body has a nominal thickness of 2 μm. The hinged mirror
features a radius of curvature equal to 60 μm, and the length of
the FP cavity is between 63.67 and 68.67 μm. This
mechanically enabled optical cavity successfully demonstrated

Figure 2. Cross-sectional schematic illustrating the operation of the
mechanically enhanced spring body Fabry−Pérot resonator and
optical ﬁber as an integrated waveguide for the device.

The FP resonator has been well modeled in other literature,
with a thorough example found in59 and relevant relationships
brieﬂy highlighted here. The time necessary for light to
traverse the resonator cavity and return to its entry point (the
round-trip time tRT) is determined by the length of the cavity L
and RI of the interstitial medium within the cavity n and given
2Ln
by t RT = c , where c is the speed of light in vacuum. This
round trip introduces a phase-shift ϕRT to light of wavelength λ
c
4πLn
equals to ϕRT = 2π λ t RT = λ . Resonance repeats after a
phase shift equal a multiple m of 2π, yielding the resonant
4πLn
2Ln
wavelength λm to be 2πm = λ → λm = m . Diﬀerentiating
m

this equation for λm with respect to L and n for a single-mode
order and taking a linear approximation60 yields
Δλm
Δn
ΔL
=
+
λm
n0
L0

1
π
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(1)

where L0, n0, and λm are the initial values of cavity length,
refractive index, and resonant wavelength, respectively.
Equation 1 summarizes the sensing mechanism of our devices.
Small changes in cavity length and RI produce small changes in
19990
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Figure 3. Graphics depicting the three positions of the spring body Fabry−Pérot cavity. (a) Device immediately after fabrication, before
manipulating the mirror with a semiconductor analysis probe. (b) Device in the fully open position when the reﬂective ﬁlm was deposited by
passing the inner faces directly under the sputtering target. (c) Device in the closed position, ready to receive optical adhesive to seal the cavity.

the utility of the spring body microchamber and the hinged
mirror for encapsulating a working ﬂuid.
Two conical adhesive-retaining features are included to
direct the optical adhesive that seals the cavity of the spring
body. The top feature also secures the hinged mirror in place.
The lower feature prevents the base of the polymer structure
from peeling away in response to the pressure diﬀerential. The
stiction between the mirror and the lip of the spring body was
suﬃcient to secure the mirror while the adhesive was applied.
Figure 3 shows graphical illustrations of the spring body
optomechanical cavity in several orientations to highlight its
micromechanical features.
In contrast to the resonant pressure sensor, the ﬂow sensor
relies on optical reﬂections to detect ﬂows. Microblades are
designed to rotate in response to incident ﬂow; they spin more
rapidly at higher ﬂow rates. The emitted light from the ﬁber
core is reﬂected back into the ﬁber by the planar surface on the
bottom of the rotor blades as they pass over the ﬁber core. No
light is reﬂected back into the ﬁber when the rotor blade is not
over the ﬁber core. The ﬂow regime used in this work is
considered incompressible based on its Mach number, which
was calculated to be 0.15 for the highest ﬂow rate. This is
below the common cutoﬀ criterion of 0.3, which denotes the
transition to a compressible regime.61 Following this
assumption, the dynamic pressure exerted by the ﬂow can be
calculated using P = ρv2/2, where ρ is the density of the ﬂow
and v is the velocity of the ﬂow. The shape of the microblades
causes both radial and axial reaction forces. The radial force
drives the rotation, while the axial force presses the rotor into
the base of the stator. Rotation is opposed by the drag of the
blades, friction on the center post, and friction on the stator
base, as illustrated in Figure 4a,b.
A sum of moments around the center of the stator can be
approximated by

PA Tcos(θ)l1 = μ k PA T(sin(θ)l 2 + cos(θ )l3) + CdAF

ρvr2
l1
2
(3)

where θ is the angle of the resultant force; μk is the coeﬃcient
of friction; AT is the area of the top of the blade; P is the
dynamic pressure; l1, l2, and l3 are the distances from the center
of the stator to the center of the blade, the inner edge of the
rotor, and the contact points on the base, respectively, as
indicated in Figure 4b, Cd is the drag coeﬃcient, AF is the area
of the front of the blades, and vr is the rotational velocity of the
blades.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The ﬁber tip microsystems were fabricated using two-photon
polymerization (2PP) nanofabrication in a 2PP system, the
Nanoscribe Photonic Professional GT. This technique is similar to
stereolithography 3D printing, in which a liquid resin is selectively
solidiﬁed by a laser that imparts the polymerization energy of the
resin. This same polymerization energy can be achieved with two
photons of light at half the frequency needed for single-photon
polymerization. The volume within the laser beam capable of
performing 2PP is much smaller than the volume capable of
performing single-photon polymerization. This produces an extremely
small voxel (3D pixel) that can be guided through the resin to solidify
the desired volume. This work utilized a 200 nm × 200 nm × 200 nm
voxel to fabricate the optical cavity with a monolithically integrated
swivel mirror.
A Corning SMF-28e+ optical ﬁber was ﬁrst cleaved using a
Fujikura CT-30 high-precision ﬁber cleaver. It was then mounted into
a Newport FPH-S ﬁber chuck, with a small portion (∼0.5 mm)
extended out the end of the chuck. A drop of UV-curable resin,
Nanoscribe’s IP-DIP, was then deposited onto the end of the ﬁber
chuck, enveloping the ﬁber tip. The chuck was ﬁxed to a custom 3Dprinted jig, and the jig was fastened to the 2″ wafer plate provided
with the Nanoscribe. This plate was used because it had three
accessible threaded holes for mounting.
The laser aperture, a custom 63x objective lens, was then raised
manually to contact the resin droplet on the ﬁber tip. The cleaved face
of the ﬁber was located manually by the operator. A 5 μm thick pad
was included as the base of the optical cavity to ensure adhesion to
the ﬁber face. The starting height of the adhesion pad was selected
manually by the operator to be below the surface of the ﬁber. This
ensured polymerization began as close to the surface of the ﬁber as
possible and secured the polymerized structure to the ﬁber.
Each device was designed using Solidworks 3D computer-aided
design (CAD) software. The solid model was divided into thin layers
by the DeScribe slicer software provided by Nanoscribe GmbH. Each
layer was solidiﬁed by a mode-locked 780 nm laser with a 120 fs pulse
duration, 80 MHz repetition rate, 40% laser power, and 10 mm/s scan
speed directed by galvanometric control. Red light from a ﬂashlight
was coupled to the ﬁber to identify the core. A small disk on each
device was used as an alignment mark to line up with the core, thus

Figure 4. (a) Cross-sectional diagram depicting simpliﬁed aerodynamics at one rotor blade. (b) Top-view schematic depicting the
simpliﬁed dynamic situation during operation.
19991
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centering the device on the ﬁber tip. This was done by focusing the
laser inside the ﬁber where it was still visible but not polymerizing
resin. The laser inscription process ﬂow of the mechanically assisted
spring body FP cavity is highlighted in Figure 5a−f and animated in

alcohol (IPA) for 10 min to remove the PGMEA. Total fabrication
time, including ﬁber preparation and mounting, multiphoton
polymerization, resin development, and ﬁnal device cleaning, was
about 80 min.
Although 2PP nanofabrication is considerably faster than other
nanofabrication techniques, the stepwise laser writing process
presented striations into the surface ﬁnish of the fabricated structures.
Hemispherical FP cavities require an optically smooth spherical
mirror, and it was uncertain if the devices created here had an opticalquality surface ﬁnish. Also of concern, features with a height equal to
one-half or one-quarter of the wavelength of interest could introduce
destructive interference and create an antireﬂective surface. To
analyze the surface ﬁnish, we fabricated a sample structure onto a glass
slide to mount into a Bruker NanoScope V atomic force microscope
(AFM). The resultant AFM scan is reported in Figure S2 (Supporting
Information). The surface roughness from the stepwise laser writing
process was present at regular intervals. The surface ﬁnish was found
to have a roughness of less than 75 nm. This work focused on using
wavelengths in the 1450−1650 nm range to probe the FP structures
fabricated on the ﬁber ends. Therefore, the surface roughness is
signiﬁcantly smaller than the wavelengths of interest, and far less than
one-half or one-quarter wavelength interval, which would lead to their
own interference eﬀects.
The research was performed to examine suitable highly reﬂective
coating materials that can be deposited on the inner optical surfaces of
the cavity to improve its reﬂectivity. Glass slides (76 mm × 24 mm ×
1 mm) were coated on each side with thin-ﬁlm dielectrics and metals.
A series of measurements to select a coating material that yields the
highest optical Q-factor were performed according to the
experimental setup in Figure S3a (Supporting Information). Results
plotted in Figure S3b (Supporting Information) suggest that 20 nm of
gold deposited by a Kurt J. Lesker Company LAB 18 magnetron
plasma sputtering system should be employed as a reﬂective coating
material to enhance the Q-factor of the cavity.
To deposit a thin ﬁlm of gold, the top rotatable mirror was moved
into the fully open position using a semiconductor analysis probe.
Manually manipulating the top rotatable mirror required dexterity
similar to precise wire-bonding or device probing. A thin layer of gold
was then deposited onto the interior of the hinged mirror and the
ﬁber face by a magnetron sputtering system. The sputtering
parameters for the device are listed in Table S1 (Supporting
Information). The hinged mirror was manipulated to the fully open
position, such that the inner-curved surface was parallel to the ﬁber
face and facing away from the ﬁber surface, as illustrated in Figure 1a.
Both the curved surface and ﬁber face were oriented toward the
sputtering target by holding the ﬁber in a custom spring-loaded jig.
The spring body FPC was positioned in the center of the chamber on
a rotating platen, with the target facing the platen at an acute angle.
The hinged mirror was then lowered into its ﬁnal position, again using
a semiconductor analysis probe. The ﬂexibility of the solidiﬁed
polymer allowed moderately aggressive manipulations without
breaking the device. The spring body FPC was then sealed with
Norland optical adhesive 68 (NOA 68). The adhesive was beaded
onto a wire-style probe, then applied to the top adhesive-retaining
feature. This droplet was cured using a CS2010 UV curing system
from Thorlabs, Inc. for 3 min. The second bead of adhesive was then
applied to the lower adhesive-retaining feature and cured for 4 min.
This sealed the cavity at atmospheric pressure. The false-colored
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated
mechanically assisted spring body FPC in open and closed positions
are shown in Figure 5g,h. The optical microscope images showing the
UV-curable optical adhesive was applied to the upper and lower
adhesive-retaining features of the spring body FPC are presented in
Figure 5i−k.
The optical nonresonant microturbine ﬂow sensor was also
fabricated using the same parameters of the 2PP process. The laser
inscription process of the microturbine ﬂow sensor is highlighted in
Figure 6a−f and animated in Video S2 (Supporting Information). The
device was fabricated with breakable support structures for each rotor
blade and a masking cap over the core of the ﬁber. Twelve 1 μm

Figure 5. Graphical highlight of the 2PP fabrication process to create
a mechanically assisted spring body FP cavity. (a) Microscope
objective was immersed in a drop of resin on top of the ﬁber chuck
surrounding the ﬁber tip. (b−e) Various stages of the two-photon
polymerization process, as the device was constructed according to
the sliced CAD ﬁle. (f) Final spring body FP cavity with a freely
rotatable top mirror after the unexposed resin was washed away. (g)
False-colored SEM image of the fabricated spring body FPC (green)
in the half-open position on a ﬁber (blue) tip. (h) False-colored SEM
image of the spring body FPC in the closed position after curing the
optical adhesive (yellow). (i−k) Optical microscope images showing
the UV-curable optical adhesive were applied to the upper and lower
adhesive-retaining features of the spring body FPC.
Video S1 (Supporting Information). The mechanical hinge allowed a
curved mirror to be used in the cap to reduce misalignment
sensitivity. Fabricating the spring body FPC in the open position also
enabled the interior of the device to be easily cleared of undeveloped
photoresin. A cavity could be made full of undeveloped resin, but
exposure to sunlight or other UV sources would start to eventually
polymerize this interior. The nonpolymerized resin was developed
away in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) for 20 min.
Halfway through the development, the ﬁber was extended several
millimeters for the remaining 10 min to ensure no droplets of resin
formed around the device. The device was then cleaned in isopropyl
19992
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the top surface of the microblades by a Kurt J. Lesker Company LAB
18 magnetron plasma sputtering system. The ﬁber was oriented
perpendicular to the sputtering target, placing the bottoms of the
blades at a 90° angle. The sputtering parameters for the device are
listed in Table S2 (Supporting Information). The masking cube was
then removed with the probe, as shown in Figure 6k, revealing the
core of the ﬁber (Figure 6l). This was best accomplished by pushing
high on the masking cube with the very tip of the probe to peel it oﬀ
of the ﬁber. After this step, the microturbine ﬂow sensor was ready to
test.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spring body FPC was characterized according to the
experimental setup described in Figure 7a. A 6015−3 optical
circulator from Thorlabs, Inc. was used to isolate the reﬂection
spectrum out of the spring body FPC. The optical circulator
used here was a standard ﬁber-optic device that transmitted
light from ports 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 (with ∼1 dB of insertion
loss) and prevented transmission in the opposite direction
(∼40 dB of attenuation). A ﬁber-coupled superluminescent
diode (SLD) broadband source (BBS), the Thorlabs
S5FC1550SP-A2, was connected to port 1, which emitted a
200 nm spectrum centered at 1550 nm. The intensity of the
SLD was wavelength-dependent, but the proﬁle of this
dependence can be easily subtracted from the device
measurements. The fabricated spring body FPC was connected
to port 2 of the optical circulator. The reﬂection spectrum
from the device was isolated and routed through port 3 to a
Yokogawa AQ6370C optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).
The baseline wavelength power dependence of the BBS was
recorded from the average of ﬁve measurements of the BBS
routed directly into the OSA, removing the eﬀects of the
optical circulator. This baseline was subtracted from each
measured reﬂection spectrum of the devices. The magnitude of
the response was then normalized to the minimum and
maximum reﬂection intensity of that reading. Measurements
plotted before and after this processing are presented in Figure
7b,c. The ideal output of the FP resonator is the Airy function,
which can be analyzed as the sum of individual resonant
features with Lorentzian proﬁles.59 Individual resonant features
were analyzed in this work to evaluate the shift produced by
the environmental stimuli with higher ﬁdelity than analyzing
the entire spectral response. The peak wavelength and FWHM
of the resonant features were approximated by ﬁtting a generic
skew-Lorentzian distribution to 500 points around each
feature. The generic skew-Lorentzian expression62 used for
the ﬁtting is

Figure 6. Graphical highlight of the 2PP fabrication process to create
a ﬁber tip microturbine ﬂow sensor. (a) Microscope objective was
immersed in a drop of resin on top of the ﬁber chuck surrounding the
ﬁber tip. (b−e) Various stages of the two-photon polymerization
process, as the device was constructed according to the sliced CAD
ﬁle. (f) Final microturbine ﬂow sensor with breakable support
structures for each rotor blade and a masking cap over the core of the
ﬁber after the unexposed resin was washed away. (g) SEM image of
the ﬂow sensor before removal of the support structures and masking
cap. (h) False-colored SEM image of the ﬁnal device after removal of
all support structures and masking cap. (i, j) Optical microscope
images showing the probe removing support structures. (k) Optical
microscope image showing the probe removing the masking cube. (l)
Top-view optical microscope image of the released microturbine.
pillars connected the blades to the support structures. The masking
cap was a 20 μm cube. The inner pillar of the stator has a diameter 12
μm and a clearance of 2 μm with the rotor. Holes were patterned to
encourage the PGMEA solution to enter these tight clearances. Three
hemispherical features were patterned on the base of the stator to
reduce friction with the rotor.
The SEM image of the optical nonresonant microturbine ﬂow
sensor with breakable support structures and a masking cap to protect
the core of the ﬁber during metal deposition is displayed in Figure 6g.
The false-colored SEM image of the ready-to-operate device after the
removal of support structures and masking cap is shown in Figure 6h.
The support material was removed by mounting the ﬁber into a
Newport FPH-S side loading ﬁber chuck, which was loaded into a
Newport 561-FC ﬁber chuck holder. This stainless-steel block was
placed under a Micromanipulator probe station. A Jmicro Technology
KRN- 09S magnetic probe arm was used with a Paciﬁc Instruments
ST-1 100 nm diameter semiconductor analysis probe to remove the
support material, as pictured in Figure 6i,j. After the support
structures were removed, a thin layer of gold was then deposited onto
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Best-ﬁt values were found for A, a scaling factor, B, an oﬀset
factor, c, the center wavelength of a nonskewed curve, φ, the
FWHM of a nonskewed curve, and γ, the skew factor. Both c
and φ lost their physical meaning on a skewed curve, so the
peak and FWHM were calculated from the output of the ﬁt
using the BBS wavelength spectrum from the experiment as the
input. The curve was subtracted from 1, which represented full
transmission, to properly orient the feature as a dip rather than
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Figure 7. (a) Schematic describing the experimental setup used to characterize the reﬂection intensity of the fabricated spring body FPC on an
optical ﬁber tip. (b) Preprocessed reﬂection spectrum of the spring body FPC. (c) Same reﬂection spectrum after subtracting the baseline spectral
power dependence proﬁle of the SLD and normalizing between minimum and maximum reﬂection values. The red dashed line shows the result of
ﬁtting eq 4 to a chosen resonance feature.

a peak. The curve generated by ﬁtting eq 4 to the measured
reﬂection data is presented in Figure 7c.
Equation 4 was chosen for the functional model because it
can capture the asymmetry observed around the resonant
features and more accurately identiﬁed the minimum of the
spectral response, which was used to indicate changes in the
cavity. The asymmetrical response has been observed in prior
literature and was attributed to a phase shift introduced by a
high reﬂective metal coating near the limited aperture in a
single-mode ﬁber.63 This skewed shape was also present in
multimode ﬁber FP resonators and was attributed to multiple
resonant modes propagating within the cavity near the ideal
resonant wavelength.64
To measure environmental pressure, the ﬁber tip spring
body FPC was enclosed in a pressure chamber, as shown in
Figure 7. The device ﬁber was mounted in a side-loading ﬁber
chuck, which was connected by a shaft coupler to a stainlesssteel tube. A compression ﬁtting compatible with the threading
of the pressure chamber was aﬃxed to the tube to create a seal.
The device ﬁber was fed through the tube, and the open end
was sealed with epoxy resin. This mounting assembly was then
threaded into the pressure chamber. A vacuum pump or
compressor was connected to an open port in the chamber to
measure vacuum and positive pressure, respectively. A Weiss
Solarmetrix pressure gauge was used to monitor the pressure
inside the chamber, measuring vacuum ﬁrst. The setup was
held static for approximately 60 s when a measurement

pressure was reached. The reﬂection spectrum was then
measured three times. When atmospheric pressure was
reached, the vacuum pump was removed, the compressor
was attached, and positive pressure measurements were taken
in the same manner. The total pressure testing range was −80
to 345 kPa.
The spring body FPC exhibited a linear shift in resonant
wavelength in response to environmental pressure, as shown in
Figure 8. The observed blueshift at positive pressures and
redshift at vacuum was consistent with compression and
expansion of the spring body, respectively, as predicted by eq
1. A sensitivity of 38 ± 7 pm/kPa was recorded across the
combination of vacuum and positive pressures. The
uncertainty listed represents the 95% conﬁdence interval of
the slope in the linear ﬁt. The results of pressure sensing from
−80 to 345 kPa are presented in Figure 8b. The blue points
represent the means of the three measurements taken at each
pressure. The vertical error bars show one standard deviation
of these measurements, while the horizontal error bars show
the reported accuracy of the commercial pressure gauge. The
sensitivity of the ﬁber tip spring body FPC in this work is
comparable or better than some of the previously demonstrated ﬁber tip pressure sensors.2,4,16
The ﬁtted curves yielded an average Q-factor of 224 ± 12
and mirror reﬂectance of 0.3081 ± 0.0211. The quality factor
of this device would beneﬁt from both securing the mirror and
shortening the cavity, although fewer spring elements in series
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modulus of elasticity for the cured resin. The Poisson’s ratio,
yield strength, and density of the material were chosen to be
0.49, 70 MPa, and 1250 kg/m3 after reviewing common values
found in literature for the IP-Dip resin.65−68 The modulus of
elasticity was then varied until the FEA model predicted the
same displacement as eq 1, within three signiﬁcant ﬁgures, for a
given pressure applied to all external surfaces of the device. A
mesh reﬁnement study was performed to raise conﬁdence in
the extracted value. This process resulted in a modulus of
elasticity of approximately 6 GPa. This result is on the high
end of reported literature values but aligns well with reports of
resin intentionally stiﬀened by UV curing.65 The UV cure for
the optical adhesive likely caused a similar stiﬀening in our
device. The 3D model, the modeled deﬂection mode, a portion
of the mesh, and the results of the mesh reﬁnement study are
presented in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Results of the pressure-sensing experiment with the spring
body FP pressure sensor. (a) Three reﬂection spectra from the device
at diﬀerent pressures. Each response has been normalized between its
minimum and maximum reﬂection values and had the SLD’s baseline
spectral power dependence proﬁle subtracted. The primary resonant
features are noted with an arrow showing increasing pressure, while
smaller, oﬀ-axis resonant features can be seen between the primary
features. (b) Locations of peak wavelengths of the primary resonant
features as extracted from ﬁtting a skewed Lorentzian distribution at
their respective pressures. The points represent the mean of three
measurements taken at a given pressure, the vertical error bars
represent one standard deviation of these measurements, and the
horizontal error bars represent the reported accuracy of the reference
pressure gauge. The red, long dashed line represents the linear ﬁt to
this data. The gray, small, dashed line is the resonant wavelength shift
predicted by eq 1 with a modulus of elasticity extracted from ﬁnite
element analysis (FEA). The inset shows the curve ﬁtting on top of
the measured reﬂection response at atmospheric pressure.

Figure 9. FEA model used to extract a plausible modulus of elasticity
for the spring body device. (a) Representative pressure was applied to
all external surfaces (denoted by B) and the bottom surface in contact
with the ﬁber was ﬁxed (denoted by A). (b) Exaggerated depiction of
the deﬂection predicted by the model. (c) View of the mesh used in
the model, which was greatly reﬁned around the spring body
elements. (d) Magniﬁed view of the mesh used in the spring body
elements. (e) Results of a mesh reﬁnement study.

will reduce sensitivity. A thorough optimization could be
performed to ﬁnd an optimal balance of these properties. One
secondary resonant feature, again caused by an oﬀ-axis mode,
can be observed in Figure 8a between the primary features.
Other oﬀ-axis resonant features, and indeed parts of the
primary feature, are obscured by the constructive interference
between resonant events with a larger FWHM and smaller
FSR.
Equation 1 was used to approximate the change in cavity
length that produced the observed shift in resonant wavelength. The exact height of the cavity can range between 63.67
and 68.67 μm because the fabrication surface was manually
located, so an approximated cavity height of 65 μm was used. A
simpliﬁed model of the spring body device was investigated
using ﬁnite element analysis (FEA) to extract a plausible

The microturbine ﬂow sensor was characterized according to
the experimental setup described in Figure 10. The reﬂected
light from the microblades was isolated with a 6015−3 optical
circulator from Thorlabs, Inc. A Sacher LaserTechnik TEC 520
1550 nm laser was connected to the ﬁrst port, the microturbine
ﬂow sensor was connected to the second port, and a Newport
model 1611 1 GHz low-noise photoreceiver was connected to
the third port of the optical circulator. The ﬁber tip ﬂow sensor
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Figure 10. Schematic describing the experimental setup used to
characterize the reﬂection intensity of the microturbine ﬂow sensor.

was mounted into a ﬁber chuck and a mirror mount,
monitored with an optical microscope and oriented to
maximize rotational velocity and consistency.
Compressed nitrogen was connected to an analog ﬂow
controller. A 1/4″ to 1/8″ compression ﬁtting reducer was
used as the outlet nozzle. Two ﬂow ranges were evaluated, a
coarse range from 9 to 25 LPM with steps of 1.7 LPM and a
ﬁne range from 10.9 to 12 LPM with steps of 0.17 LPM. These
values utilized the full operating range and smallest graduations
of our ﬂow meter, respectively. The ﬁne range was chosen
around the greatest rate of change observed over the coarse
range. While spinning, the reﬂection spectrum of the device
was recorded over 0.5 s with an Agilent 54641D mixed-signal
oscilloscope. Five measurements were taken at each ﬂow rate.
A movie that shows a rotating ﬂow sensor in response to
incident nitrogen ﬂow can be seen in Video S3 (Supporting
Information).
The device’s rotational velocity is directly correlated with the
ﬂow rate incident on the microblades; however, the rotation of
the microblades was erratic and did not produce a steady-state
rotation. Nevertheless, the relationship can be quantiﬁed by
summing the reﬂection events over the 0.5 s measurement. A
lowpass, moving average ﬁlter was applied to the reﬂection
response of each measurement. Reﬂection peaks, caused by a
rotor blade passing over the ﬁber core, were counted using a
peak-ﬁnding function. The same process was applied to each
measurement. Two examples of this reﬂection counting for a
nitrogen ﬂow rate of 9.35 and 15.89 LPM are presented in
Figure 11a.
We hypothesize that the rotational irregularity originated
from three factors: dry, sticky friction between the rotor and
stator, backﬂow from the ﬁber face, and inconsistent contact
caused by the rotor clearances. Friction and contact could be
improved by implementing integrated bearings, adding
lubricant, or operating in a liquid. Backﬂow may be reduced
by measuring ﬂow parallel to the ﬁber face, although this would
increase shearing stresses on the base.
The ﬂow sensor functioned over a wide ﬂow range but
exhibited nonlinear behavior at this scale, as reported in Figure
11b. Greater backﬂow from the ﬁber face likely slowed down
the rotor at these higher ﬂow rates. Within the smaller ﬂow
range, the reﬂection response is eﬀectively a linear approximation of the larger trend, as displayed in Figure 11c. The
vertical error bars represent one standard deviation of the

Figure 11. (a) Sample reﬂection spectra from the microturbine ﬂow
sensor at 9.35 and 15.89 LPM of nitrogen ﬂow rate. (b) Reﬂection
peak counts of the ﬁber tip ﬂow sensor from 9 to 25 LPM of nitrogen
ﬂow rate. (c) Reﬂection response of the ﬁber tip ﬂow sensor in a
linear regime. Vertical error bars represent one standard deviation
from the mean of repeated measurements. The linear ﬁt and 95%
conﬁdence bounds are included as the solid and dashed lines,
respectively.

mean from repeated measurements, the horizontal error bars
represent the repeatability reported for the ﬂow meter, and the
red lines represent a linear ﬁt with the 95% conﬁdence band.
This smaller range is more appropriate for precise sensing since
the response is primarily linear over the selected ﬂow rates. A
sensitivity of 706 ± 43 reﬂections/LPM, including one
coeﬃcient standard error, was observed from the linear ﬁt.
The demonstrated that microturbine ﬂow sensor in this work
oﬀers a new nonresonant ﬂow sensing mechanism that will be
complementary to the previously demonstrated resonant-based
ﬂow sensing techniques.39,42

■

CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrates a breakthrough combination of design
and nanostructuring process for micro-optomechanical systems: a spring body FPC with dynamically rotatable mirror and
a microturbine ﬂow sensor fabricated with submicron accuracy
by multiphoton nanosculpting method to enable integration
and fabrication techniques beyond the limits of the current
technology. This capability facilitates the creation of improved
SWAP micro-optomechanical systems for precise multipurpose
sensing. Microscale ﬁber tip optical resonant and nonresonant
sensors with advanced micromechanical features and an
enhanced internal cavity were designed and fabricated. The
fabricated resonant and nonresonant sensors successfully
demonstrated sensing of pressure and ﬂow. Sensitivities of
38 ± 7 pm/kPa for pressure sensing and 706 ± 43 reﬂections/
LPM for ﬂow sensing were achieved. We currently explore
novel locking and self-aligning mechanisms to stabilize the
integrated components created by the multiphoton nanosculpting technique. In addition, we also investigate advanced
coating options to improve the Q-factors of future resonant
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devices. The enhancement of Q-factors by 1−2 orders of
magnitudes will open doors to broader sensing and signal
processing applications and support other fundamental
scientiﬁc endeavors. The mechanically enhanced 3D optical
microsystems demonstrated in this work present a powerful
enabling technology for meeting a variety of diﬃcult
integration and fabrication challenges that are currently
limiting the research progress in microscale optics and other
related ﬁelds.
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